
Set on the stunning white beaches of Riviera Maya, UNICO 20°87° immerses guests in the culture
of the region, from the locally-inspired cocktails and cuisines to the art in the rooms. Three unique
pools and holistic spa and wellness center drive home a sense of relaxed luxury, while exciting
pop-up events insert a touch of spontaneity into the experience.

ROOMS & SUITES
The design of UNICO 20°87° is directly inspired by the rich character of Riviera Maya, and incorporates many
natural and handmade materials sourced within the area. The rooms and suites mix modern luxury with familiar
rustic décor inspired by the region’s history. All of the hotel accommodations feature a Local Host to provide
an added level of personalized service.

DINING
Unique dining experiences vary from elevated fine cuisine to a casual café setting, offering up a menu
inspired by local provenance. A selection of spirits can be found at each bar and restaurant, accented by a
mixologist-driven cocktail program.

Mura House
While Mura House draws flavors and techniques from throughout Asia, with a concentration on Japan, its
cuisine is guided by three principles: the harmony of flavor, precision through preparation, and quality of
ingredients. The restaurant aims to achieve a balance between tradition and uniqueness by bringing together
three different styles of Japanese cuisine: teppanyaki, yakitori and sushi.

Cueva Siete
Named for the seven origin caves of Mayan mythos, Cueva Siete or Cave Seven derives its inspiration from all
that is Yucatecan. This regionally focused concept aims to harness the mysticism and reverence of Mayan
culture, serving dishes deeply rooted in Mexican flavors and traditions. Cueva Siete is unique as a strong,
chef-driven concept where the chef will be rotated every so often. First to take the reins is Christian Bravo,
former Top Chef Mexico contestant, with a distinguished take on both familiar, and lesser known, Mexican
dishes.
  

Mi Caressa
Mi Carisa is a love letter to the romantic coastlines and flavors of the Mediterranean. UNICO 20°87°'s most
elevated dining experience, Mi Carisa focuses on the traditions and practices of coastal Italian cuisine. That
culinary heritage is most deeply honored in the form of a beautiful wood-burning oven, imparting a wonderful
smoky flavor to everything that passes through it. The warm, intimate setting lets each bite convey a sincere
affection for the coastal Italian kitchen.

20º 87º
Incorporating the hotel’s coordinates into its name, Restaurant 20°87° — the hotel's casual beach-side venue
— aims to capture the heart of the UNICO 20°87° experience. This dining experience is fitting with a concept
that shifts throughout the day: from a bountifully diverse morning buffet—think fresh juices, eggs to order, and
house-baked Mexican pastries—to a classic grill in the evenings, serving up choice cuts of steak and fish.

Cafe Inez
Cafe Inez is the hotel's take on European café culture: an important social gathering setting, often a stopping
off point in between activities. A way to refuel, rejuvenate and recharge. Fresh juices, coffee, tea and baked
goods are served in the morning while the menu transitions to sandwiches, paninis and meal-sized salads for
lunch and dinner.

BARS
Palmera Lounge: When Prohibition took hold, the thirsty took off. Many of the best bartenders left for Cuba
and the vibrant lure of its nightlife, triggering a Cuban cocktail renaissance. There was glamour, plenty of
local rum, and world-class cigars. Palmera Lounge picks up where this intoxicating storyline leaves off: a new
take on the classic, high energy Cuban clubs of the 40s with expertly crafted cocktails, bright, inviting design,
boisterous live entertainment, and a cigar bar.

Bar Balam is UNICO 20°87°’s day through night cocktail bar, radiating warmth, while calling to mind the
mystique of hidden-door cocktail dens of yore. Balam (which translates to jaguar in Mayan) is a powerful
spirit in the ancient Mayan tradition a divine symbol of strength and a protector of fields. This sense of
strength and boldness infuses the drinks which present an insightful Mexican take on classic cocktail tradition.

La Botella, is UNICO 20˚87˚'s very own wine store where you can enjoy a curated selection of red, white and
sparkling wines with the help of our sommelier.

ESENCIA SPA
A full service spa that caters to body, mind, and spirit through a range of luxury spa treatments, UNICO
20°87° signature treatments, and locally-inspired beauty rituals. A fully-equipped hydrotherapy facility, and a
wide variety of natural ingredients help create an immersive relaxing environment. A session at the full-service
beauty salon or barber shop can be booked via appointment or through a package deal. A manicure or
pedicure at the salon is an ideal afternoon indulgence, while the barber shop offers its own kind of relaxing
luxury between the complimentary beer and bourbon cart, and large, wall-mounted flat screen.

CLASSES: Aerobics - Fitness Studio - Meditation - Personal Training - Pilates - Spinning -
Stretching - Weight Loss - Wellness - Yoga - Strength Training 

ACTIVITIES: Single or double sea kayaks - SUP (Stand-Up Paddleboards) - 

GOLF:
Hard Rock Golf Club Riviera Maya features a golf course designed by Robert Von Hagge and is located in the
Playa del Carmen’s hotel zone, inside the beautiful complex or resort area of Playacar. The Club is surrounded
by natural fauna and flora from the region and provides a first class practice area with a driving range, a
large putting green for chipping, pitching, and green-side bunker areas.

18 Holes - Par 72 - 21 Miles from Hotel - Dress Code: Collared shirts for men, no jeans, no shorts.

Includes: Greens Fees, Caddies, Golf Carts, Locker Rooms/Showers, Transportation to/from Resort.  
Does not include: 25% Gratuity/Service Fee (approximately $45).
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